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Abstract: In this study, we give a review of the current Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM) systems for Multicore processors. Hardware transactional memory systems are classified into the following three categories: how to perform version management and conflict detection, whether to support unbounded transactional memory and whether to support transactions nesting. Finally, we discussed two active research challenges: the relationship between transactional memory and Input/Output operations and Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) supporting.
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INTRODUCTION

Multicore processors are now popular in server, desktop and even embedded systems. However, it is very difficult to develop parallel programs for processors with increasing number of cores. Because application developers have to face with burdens such as synchronization tradeoffs, deadlock avoidance and races. In this environment, Transactional Memory (TM) has been proposed as a new parallel programming model that is easy and efficient for parallel programming (Herlihy and Moss, 1993).

Transactional Memory (TM) tries to replace critical sections protected by locks in a multi-threaded parallel program by transactions (Minh et al., 2007). Compared to critical sections, transactions have several advantages. First, programmers are liberated from guaranteeing the correctness and performance of their locking scheme. Second, shared data structures are guaranteed to be kept in consistency even in the event of a failure. Third, transactions can be composed naturally, that make it much easier for developing composable parallel software.

The concept of transaction is firstly used in the database research area. Like database transaction, TM has atomicity, consistency and isolation (ACI) properties: atomicity to guarantee transactions either commit or abort, consistency to guarantee transactions use the same total order during the whole process and Isolation to guarantee that each transaction’s operations are isolated to other transactions.

If there are no conflicts, TM systems can execute multiple transactions in parallel. If two transactions access the same memory item and at least one of them writes, they are conflicted. In this case, one of them aborts and restarts. As a transaction starts, it checkpoints registers to save old values, which can be restored in case of aborting. A transaction cannot write to shared memory directly; instead its results are stored in an undo-log or a write-buffer maintained by system. In order to detect read-write or write-write conflicts, memory references are tracked. If a transaction completes without conflicts, its results are committed to shared memory. If a conflict appears between two transactions, one of them rolls back according to register checkpoint.

Transactional memory can be implemented in hardware, software, or a hybrid of the two. Software Transactional Memory (STM) systems (Harris and Fraser, 2003; Herlihy et al., 2003; Larus and Rajwar, 2006; Saha et al., 2006; Shavit and Touitou, 1995) are easy to implement and require no changes to existing hardware. But for most STMs, poor performance and weak atomicity are two serious disadvantages. According to two research results (Harris et al., 2006; Tabatabai et al., 2006), even though the code can be optimized by compilers, STM can still slow down each thread by 40% or more. More severely, most high-performance STM systems support only weak atomicity (Blundell et al., 2005), which guarantees transactional semantics only among transactions. Weak atomicity may produce incorrect or unpredictable results even for simple parallel programs that would work correctly with lock-based synchronization (Dine and Shavit, 2007; Larus and Rajwar, 2006; Shpeisman et al., 2007). As a result, compared with strong atomicity, weak atomicity will make more writing and debugging difficulties, reducing the benefits of transactional memory.

Compared to STM, Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM) naturally has the advantages of high performance and strong atomicity. Typically, HTM systems use hardware caches to track the data read or written by each
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transaction and leverage the cache coherence protocol to detect conflicts between concurrent transactions (Lance et al., 2004; Moore et al., 2006; Yen et al., 2007). By using hardware, HTM systems cut down the overhead of fine-grained locks and they have higher speed not only than STMs, but also than lock-based synchronization for many cases. In addition, they can automatically check every memory references of all the active transactions under the help of the cache coherence protocols. Thus, they ensure strong atomicity with no or minor additional overhead.

**A HTM SYSTEM FRAME WORK**

Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM) systems use hardware to perform basic TM operations for reducing their overhead. They also make parallel programming easier without caring about low level mechanisms. Most HTMs have similar structure. They have two basic functions: version management and conflict detection, both of which are often implemented by enhancing processor caches.

First, hardware must provide version management by storing both the new data and old data of a transaction. If a transaction commits, the new data will be published to others. If a transaction aborts, the old data will be kept.

Second, hardware must provide conflict detection among transactions by recording the read-set (addresses read) and write-set (addresses written) of a transaction. A conflict occurs when an overlap appears in the write-set of two transactions or the write-set of one and the read-set of another. Most HTMs augment cache coherence protocols to detect conflict.

Figure 1 shows a framework of HTM system. Transactional memory registers are used to store transaction states such as transaction id, nesting level, read-set and write-set etc. Register checkpoints are stored in extra register files. When a transaction is aborted, it will roll back to its original register checkpoint. Cache lines are added read and write bits to signal transactional memory references. Conflict detection is combined with cache coherence protocols, where every memory request from other processors will be checked for conflict. Version management will wake up when transactions commit, abort and conflict.

**HTM SYSTEM TAXONOMY**

**Version management and conflict detection: Eager or lazy:** Besides conflict detection and version management, a practical HTM system always has conflict resolution function, in order to make it more efficient. According to former proposed HTM classification method (Bobba et al., 2007), each function represents a major choice in the HTM design space.

![Fig. 1: A framework of hardware transactional memory system](image-url)
The first design choice is when to detect conflicts in read-sets and write-sets. There are two methods: eager conflict detection and lazy conflict detection. Using eager conflict detection, a HTM system detects conflicts when a transactional thread wants to refer memory. While, using lazy conflict detection, an HTM system detects conflicts when the transactions commit. To improve performance, eager conflict detection may deal with some conflicts using stalls, rather than aborts, because no transaction can see an uncommitted or stale value. By contrast, lazy conflict detection allows an implementation to batch conflict checking (Ceze et al., 2006; Lance et al., 2004).

The second design choice belongs, how to store new data and old data. Lazy version management puts old values in memory for making fast aborts. Conversely, eager version management stores newly values in target address for making fast commits and slow aborts. But it may exacerbate the effects of contention.

The third design choice is what to do when a conflict appears. The resolution policy has three choices: committer win, requester win and requester stall with conservative deadlock avoidance.

According to the three design choices, previously proposed HTM systems fall into three groups which are illustrated in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conflict detection</th>
<th>Version management</th>
<th>Conflict resolution</th>
<th>HTM systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lazy</td>
<td>Lazy</td>
<td>Committer wins</td>
<td>TCC (Lance et al., 2004), Bulk (Ceze et al., 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eager</td>
<td>Lazy</td>
<td>Requester wins</td>
<td>LTM (Ananian et al., 2005), LogTM (Moore et al., 2006), Nested LogTM (Moravan et al., 2006), LogTM-SE (Yen et al., 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eager</td>
<td>Eager</td>
<td>Requester stalls with conservative deadlock avoidance</td>
<td>UTM (Ananian et al., 2005), LogTM-SE (Yen et al., 2007)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The first group of HTM system is Lazy conflict detection, Lazy version management and Committer Wins (LLCW). Lazy conflict detection, Lazy version management and Committer Wins systems, such as TCC (Lance et al., 2004) and Bulk (Ceze et al., 2006) cannot write new values in target address until a transaction commits. To achieve a global serial commit order, a completing transaction arbitrates for a commit token or bus. It then commits and informs other transactions of its write-set and exposes its updates. If a memory block in the committing transaction’s write-set is also in another transaction’s read-set, the HTM detects a conflict and then aborts the reader’s transaction. Two benefits can be brought by this policy. First, at least a transaction is guaranteed to commit even if other transactions abort, thus program forwarding is ensured. Second, because other transactions will be aborted, the committing transaction is never delayed.

The second group of HTM system is Eager conflict detection, Lazy version management and Requester Wins (ELRW). Eager conflict detection, Lazy version management and Requester Wins systems, such as LTM (Ananian et al., 2005), detect conflicts on every private memory references, but will not update until commit. When conflicting request happens, the requester always forwards and the conflicting non-request transactions must abort. Like LLCW systems, aborts are simplified in the ELRW systems because old values store in target address until commit. Like LTM, VTM (Rajwar et al., 2005) also combines lazy version management with eager conflict detection, but none determined conflict resolution methods are given in that study.

The third group of HTM system is Eager conflict detection, Eager version management and Requester Stalls with conservative deadlock avoidance (EERS). EERS systems are described in the research literatures of UTM (Ananian et al., 2005), LogTM (Moore et al., 2006), Nested LogTM (Moravan et al., 2006) and LogTM-SE (Yen et al., 2007). Those systems also detect conflicts on every private memory references, but complete updates in target address and stores old values to a per-thread log.

Eager conflict detection, Lazy version management and Requester Wins deals with conflicts by stalling the requester or aborting only when a stall would lead to a potential deadlock. Some EERS systems use timestamp to detect potential deadlocks. For an example, when a transaction that has stalled an older transaction would itself stall on an older transaction. Commits are simplified with Eager version management policy. In an opposite position, aborts are slowed because the log needs to be processed.

Whether supporting unbounded TM: Many sizes such as transaction size, transaction read-sets and write-sets size in present TM workloads are becoming larger and larger. It makes hardware resources on chip limited. To allow TM to be integrated with other transactional programming models, such as databases, file systems, or message queues, the future workloads are expected to support I/O and blocking system calls within atomic blocks of code. It is very important to deal with some applications with transactions that beyond the limits of hardware resources. Transactions must not be limited to the physical resources of any specific hardware implementation.

Early HTM systems, such as HMTM (Herlihy and Moss, 1993), TCC, UTM, LogTM and Bulk, maintain TM state in structures tightly coupled to the processor caches. These systems execute programs with small transactions even more efficiently than that with lock-
based synchronization. But they fail for or lower performance for larger transactions exceeding cache size. In these systems, HMTM can only support transactional memory limited in cache or buffer size. TCC enters a non-speculative mode if an overflow occurs. UTM and LTM are the first unbounded HTM system proposed, use a local uncacheable memory region as extra storage for cache overflows. This mechanism requires non-trivial hardware extensions, including a virtual address pointer added to each block in memory (also requiring address translation logically at memory). Bulk uses signatures to encode read-sets and write-sets, making transactions in it can access any number of cache blocks without serializing transactions. By modifying the coherence protocol, LogTM allows transactional threads to migrate their states from the cache.

Recently, HTM systems focused on addressing the problem of virtualizing transactional states across time. To solve the problem, VTM uses a new data structure (the XADT) placed in virtual memory. When space or time virtualization happens, cache blocks accessed by transactions are put into XADT structure. For further optimization, VTM brings additional hardware to accelerate processing of the XADT. XTM (Chung et al., 2006) and PTM (Chuang et al., 2006) utilize pages from the virtual memory systems to handle transaction overflows, requiring significant modifications to already-complex virtual memory systems. Small hardware signatures (e.g., 2 Kbit) can be moved around on context switch and paging events, thus are easy to be virtualized. However, signatures may lead to false conflicts (Zilles and Rajwar, 2007), which degrades performance by unnecessarily serializing non-conflicting large transactions increase the probability of false conflicts, leading to a further worsening of performance.

Two other HTMs support for unbounded transactions with additional hardware. OneTM (Blundell et al., 2007) supports unbounded transaction sizes with simple hardware, but restricts the TM system to execute only one overflowed transaction at a time. Per-block metadata are used to track the read-sets and write-sets for transactions overstepping hardware caches. A special TM-state victim cache is used on transactional data eviction to minimize serialization for overflow transactions. But it may be a bottleneck as transactions scale up. Unlike OneTM, TokenTM (Bobba et al., 2008) supports executing multiple overflowed transactions at the same time. To accomplish this, TokenTM associates tokens with each memory block to precisely tracking conflicts on an unbounded number of memory blocks with relatively simple hardware. In both OneTM and TokenTM, non-overflowed transactions are not affected by overflowed transactions.

Whether supporting nesting: To develop composable software, HTMs must allow transactional nesting: starting and ending one transaction from inside another (Larus and Rajwar, 2006). The simplest way to support transactional nesting is the flattening model, which includes all nested transactions in the outermost transaction such as TCC, UT, LogTM and OneTM. That is all involved transactions share one read-set and one write-set. Unfortunately, with flat nesting, a conflict with an inner transaction forces a complete abort of all its ancestors as well. To solve this problem, researchers have developed two optimizations over flat nesting: closed nesting with partial aborts and open nesting.

Closed nesting can improve performance by aborting and re-executing only the conflicting transactions such as Bulk, Nested LogTM and LogTM-SE. Moss (Moss and Hosking, 2006) and Yossi (Lev and Maessen, 2008) also use this method. It allows each nested transaction to have its own read-sets and write-sets, so that when an inner transaction commits, its read-sets and write-sets merge with the read-sets and write-sets of the next level out. In case of abort, the innermost conflicting transaction rolls back to its original states but not to the top level.

Open nesting have more concurrency than closed nesting such as LogTM-SE and other works (Chung et al., 2006; Lev and Maessen, 2008; McDonald et al., 2006, Moss and Hosking, 2006). Open nesting relaxes the atomicity and isolation guarantees of closed transactions. When an open nested transaction commits, all the other transactions can see its updates immediately and continue their work with the new data earlier, without delaying until the outer transaction commits. This may explore more concurrency when shared resources are simultaneously accessed by several large transactions.

Before committing, open nesting acts like closed nesting. When the inner transaction commits, the inner transaction of closed nesting merges its read-sets and write-sets with the outer transaction, while the inner transaction of open nesting clears its read-sets and write-sets and exposes its updates to all threads.

**CHALLENGES**

Although, HTM provides an efficient solution to ease parallel programming, it brings several challenges to designers. Two most serious challenges are I/O and ISA.

**Input/Output:** The relationship between Input/Output (I/O) operations and transactions is a significant research challenge. One difficult problem is that a transaction that executed an I/O operation may need to roll back at a conflict. In some cases, I/O consists of interactions with
the world outside of the HTM system. If a transaction aborts, its I/O operations should roll back, causing difficulties to complete the task. Some rollbacks may be accomplished by buffering the read and write set of a transaction, but it may not work even in simple situations, such as a transaction that is waiting for user input. A general method is to point out a single dedicated transaction and confirm its completion, by ensuring it succeeds over all conflicting transactions. Only that dedicated transaction can perform I/O and its special right can be delivered between transactions. However, this method limits the total I/O numbers of a process.

**Instruction set architecture support:** Because no practical HTM systems have been used yet, no standard TM supported Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) exist. The ISA extension suggestions have been proposed range from no ISA support in implicit transactions (Vallejo et al., 2005) to elaborate support in UTM. In HMTM, ISA support is so trivial that the start transaction instruction is not required in their system. But many complex models can be supported or emulated by their system. In contrast, some researchers provide explicit ISA support such as two-phase transaction commit, abort, closed and open nesting etc. (McDonald et al., 2006). Although, many researches on TM supported ISA have been carried out and have made some progress, to provide the right level of ISA support which can be widely adopted in practice for TM is still a challenge.

**CONCLUSION**

Hardware Transactional memory provides an efficient and easy mechanism for parallel programming in multicore processors. This study presented three categories for hardware transactional memory systems: how to detect conflict and resolve conflict, whether to support unbounded transactional memory and transactions nesting. We also analyze two active research challenges: the relationship between transactional memory and Input/Output operations and Instruction Set Architecture supporting. If these difficulties can be resolved, TM will become an important model of parallel programming.
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